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little English that they have learnt in school. They are now able to name a few things like vegetables, 
goods, and utilities in English which is a great delight to watch. Although this is common for most of 
the English speaking cultures to name things in English, for the ones who have been taught in the native 
language and are used to only speaking in the native tongue all their life and who have never dreamt of 
having an education at all, let alone being educated in English, it is beyond one's comprehension to see 
the joy in their eyes to learn English and how they have picked up a foreign language so soon and are 
able to put to [it] use. 
     The home school for our children has also grabbed the attention of other poor Christian parents 
who want their kids educated in an English medium Christian-based school where their kids do not 
have to go through any forced indoctrination in Hinduism but can openly live their faith and learn to 
put their trust in God. [Unfortunately] their financial conditions do not [allow] them do put their kids 
in such a school. 
     We at the home school are pleasantly surprised to have them come and contact us about being able 
to take in their children too. 
     I cannot thank in words the support of the brethren who are supporting the kids at the home and 
have given us the ability to start up this home school which has impacted not just our [resident] children 
but also the community around the children’s home through our efforts to put God first and also be 
able to provide a safe environment for children, [giving them] a place to learn and a chance to grow. 
     Our home school begins with a word of prayer and ends with a prayer. We have a special class during 
the day where the kids are taught the Bible and also memory verses given as homework daily. 
     We want to express our heartfelt gratitude to our friends and brethren who are generously supporting 
the children's home and also this wonderful project of giving quality education and also a safe haven 
for kids who are being bullied and abused because of their backgrounds. 

                              
 
       Religion that God our Father accepts as pure and faultless is this: to look 
after orphans and widows in their distress and to keep oneself from being 
polluted by the world.                                                                         – James 1:27 
 
       Suppose a brother or a sister is without clothes and daily food. 16 If one of 
you says to them, “Go in peace; keep warm and well fed,” but does nothing 
about their physical needs, what good is it?                                 – James 2:15-16 

 Email To Tom, Forwarded To Mitch From India: 
 

Dear brother Tom, 
 

     Greetings ! Hope and pray that you are doing well and keeping in good health.  
     As you are aware, India is getting worse day by day with the number of cases increasing very rapidly. 
The official numbers that are being disclosed by the government are nothing in caparison to the actual 
number of cases. There are almost 7000-8000 cases just in our state let alone [and] the entire country 
which are being recorded on a daily basis at an average of 300 deaths on a daily basis. This is purely 
because of two reasons : A) Lack of proper disinfectants & masks [and] (B) because of poverty, where 
people who do manual labor for a daily wage go to work and get infected. 
     So far, we have lost over 137 brethren in different congregations out of which 14 are from church 
square congregation and this [also] is because of two reasons. Hospitals are charging a fortune and since 
we do not have an insurance system in place people prefer to be treated at home and bear the 
consequences as they [can’t] afford to go to the hospitals. Secondly, medication is being sold at very high 
prices because of the demand; common people cannot afford to even buy. 
     We are being told that we are going to be hit by the second wave which is going to be worse than the 
first one. Please continue to pray for us. We continue to pray for you all. 
     Thank you so much for reaching out to us during this time. It would be wonderful if the brethren 
could help with providing with food materials  to Christians and also to some preachers who are 
struggling during this time. Please give my greetings to your family, and also to the brethren who meet 
at Lytle. My family send their greetings to you. Please forward the attached newsletter to the 
congregation. 
 

In Christ 
 

T.G. Sudheer ( Billy ) 
Evangelist & Missionary 
Church Square Church of Christ 
Kakinada - India 
Mob # +91 91 7773 9191 
 

Excerpt From The Mentioned Newsletter Concerning The Children’s Home We Help To Support 
Financially: 
 

Children Home – Home School  
     I cannot begin to express in words what a great blessing the home 
school is for the children at KCH. Our children are eager to go to school 
every morning even during holidays as we are trying to keep them 
occupied during this pandemic. 
     As the medium of teaching is in English, the kids are excited to learn 
the language and [the] that they try to communicate with each other in the 
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